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YOUTH CONFERENCE WELCOMES
STUDENTS TO DISCOVER
Nearly 300 students to stay on campus this weekend

IN BRIEF

BY HANNAH WARSTLER
Staff Writer

APRIL 26
MEMORIAL SERVICE

T

A memorial service for the four
students and one staff member
who lost their lives four years
ago in a van accident will be
held 5 p.m. Monday in the
Memorial Prayer Chapel. The
service will also commemorate
students and staff who have
died while enrolled or serving at Taylor. The service will
feature prayer, singing and the
reading of the names of the
deceased.

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
The volleyball team is hosting a tournament this Sunday
in the KSAC. The games will
start at 1 p.m. Teams can consist of Taylor students, faculty
and staff. Cost is $10 per participant. Each team must have
at least three females, and a
female must make at least one
contact during a point. Questions can be addressed to assistant coach Ashlee Zeigler.

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR
LECTURE SERIES
Physics and engineering
professor Ken Kiers will be
delivering the second annual
Distinguished Faculty Lecture
in the Department of Natural
and Applied Sciences. The
annual lecture is designed to
honor a faculty member for his
or her research. Keirs’ lecture
will be aimed at a general audience, so no special knowledge
is required to engage in the
lecture. The title of his lecture
is “CP Violation in the Era of
the Large Hadron Collider.”

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

63°
52°

Saturday

74°
52°

Sunday

60°
45°

aylor Youth Conference 2010 fills campus
this weekend, and co-directors Ben
Aalderink and Amanda Fichtl have been
long preparing for a weekend of spiritual
renewal, mentoring and fun for high schoolers.
The theme this year is “Discovery.”
“We want this week to be a time when youth
can come and experience God as they never
have before,” Fichtl said. “… We hope that they
discover God at a new level in their hearts.”
Taylor Youth Conference has a long history.
In 1934, students Wayne Allen and Peter Pascoe
organized the first conference as a way for Taylor students to share the gospel with junior high
and high school youth. Taylor Youth Conference
soon attracted nearly 800 attendees.
“That was when Taylor sponsored one of the
few conferences in the country,” Aalderink said.
“I’m pretty sure it’s one of the oldest Taylor
traditions.”
Today, annual attendance regularly reaches
around 300 students, plus the youth group leaders that accompany them.
Youth Conference would not be possible with-

Leona to buy
south side of
Fort Wayne
campus

out the hundreds of Taylor students who lead
worship, work on set design, organize events
and lead small groups. Small group co-leaders
Carly Keith and Tyler Sahly are excited for the
opportunity to impact high school students for
Christ. Neither of them had been involved in
Youth Conference before this year. Both sophomores, Keith and Sahly were inspired by last
spring’s conference and decided to be small
group leaders this year.
“Last year, some girls on the wing said it was
the best week of the year,” Keith said.
She and Sahly desire to exemplify Christ
while they build relationships with the youth
in their group.
“I think the biggest thing is to show them
Christ’s love in how we treat them,” Sahly
said.
This year, nearly 250 Taylor students applied
to co-lead small groups.
“We pretty much got double the amount of
applicants thata we needed, which is good,”
Aalderink said.
“Having Taylor student involvement is a big
part of our vision,” Fichtl said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Melissa Cook, Leona’s director of communications and marketing. “The Leona Group believes
there is a need in the Fort Wayne community to
convert the campus to a meaningful resource for
innovative and educational programming, and
that could take a variety of forms.”
Leona, which is based in Phoenix, Ariz., runs
nearly 70 free charter schools across the country.
With the purchase of the Fort Wayne campus,
they are considering secondary and post-secondary options, including a boarding school or
exchange program for international students.
“The neighbors, I think, are quite pleased that
the campus will be used again, and specifically
pleased with the proposed usage,” said Director of Fort Wayne Alumni & Friend Relations
Michael Mortensen.
BY BETHANY DUVAL
In addition to the simple joy of seeing stuCo-Editor in Chief
dents refill the campus, Cook said Leona hopes
niversity Relations announced that offi- to bring economic growth to the area by offering
cials from Taylor and The Leona Group jobs on campus and expanding learning opporL.L.C. signed a letter of intent for the sale tunities.
“We want to establish relationships with the
of Taylor’s former Fort Wayne campus’s
community organizations,” Cook said. “We’re
20-acre south side on April 16.
still working on reaching
The WBCL radio stuout to people in the comdio and the Fort Wayne
munity, and we’ll continue
Alumni & Friends
“The Leona Group believes there
to do so, to get their feedResource Center, formerly
is a need in the Fort Wayne
back and understand betthe Lillian Rolf Home for
community to convert the camter what their vision is for
student housing, are not
pus to a meaningful resource
the campus as well.”
included in the sale.
Although several entiAlthough the letter is
for innovative and educational
ties have shown interest
only a preliminary agreeprogramming, and that could
in the campus’s five-acre
ment, Taylor took the
take a variety of forms.”
north side, the Taylor
selected buildings off the
administration is halting
market and intends to
its selling process so they
settle the sale by early fall.
can focus on the Leona
The time before then will
give Taylor 30 days to determine the purchase deal until it is settled.
“It’s been a long process,” said Jim Garringer,
agreement, and Leona 90 days to complete due
diligence, which includes doing environmental director of media relations. “It’s been a difficult
reports and checking with potential educational process, and we feel at this time that this is the
direction [God] seems to be leading us. So we’re
partners who may lease space.
“It is our intention to keep the property intact going to trust that … and believe that he’s in
and serving an educational purpose,” said control of the whole thing.”

Letter of intent encourages
local community

U

SURVEY EVALUATES
THE INFLUENCE OF
FOUR YEARS AT TU
BY LIZ GOLDSMITH
Copy Editor

F

reshmen arrive on campus as wide-eyed
collegians. Four years later, they leave
as wise, educated graduates ready to
take on the world.
At least, that’s the way it’s supposed to
work. But how do the four years spent at
Taylor actually change students?
The National Survey of Student Engagement compares freshmen and seniors based
on the students’ responses to questions
regarding their educational experiences and
activities.
Taylor’s NSSE reports for 2008 provide levels of comparison in several areas, including
Level of Academic Challenge. In that category,
the scores were 54.6 out of 100 for first-year
students and 58.8 for seniors.
“It’s not [students] ranking a perception of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

NSSE 2008
TAYLOR STUDENT
SURVEY
Evaluations based on a series of
questions answered by students
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Along with the 30 cabinet members
and 168 small group leaders, Taylor students participate by housing attendees
and continually praying during Youth
Conference.
“The Taylor students have as much of
an opportunity to be impacted as the
youth,” Aalderink said.
Jeremy Kingsley will speak at the
conference.

survey Continued from page 1

Taylor’s challenge,” said Brent Maher,
coordinator of assessment and quality
improvement at Taylor. “It’s saying,
‘These are the activities we do,’ and the
survey folks convert that into what they
call Level of Academic Challenge.”
“I think when people ... say that [Taylor’s focus] is beyond the mind – sure.
But it’s also very much focusing on the
mind, focusing on intellectual development. So, it’s all a matter of how much
you’re willing to put into it and learn out
of it,” senior David Brooks said.
“There are so many opportunities to get
involved in things and to do things that
are bigger than you,” freshman Megan
Kiel said.
According to the NSSE reports, the
biggest differences between Taylor’s
freshmen and seniors were in the Student-Faculty Interaction and the Enriching Educational Experiences “benchmark
comparisons.” The seniors scored 10.4
and 24.8 points higher, respectively, than
the first-year students.
“[One of my professors] knew I played
tennis, so he was always asking me how
tennis was going … and I was just think-

“It was kind of he who found us, “
Aalderink said.
Kingsley spoke at the Youth Conferences in 2004 and 2005, and he was
interested in returning.
“I had seen him speak at a camp before,
and I was impressed by his enthusiasm
and passion for bringing the gospel to
youth,” Fichtl said.
During his numerous speaking
engagements nationwide, Kingsley
invites listeners to authentic Christi-

ing this is what’s so great about Taylor,”
freshman McLean Roberts said. “If I
went to a public university, my teacher
wouldn’t know what my name was. He
definitely wouldn’t have personal conversations with me.”
There is a section in the NSSE reports
focusing on whether or not Taylor succeeds in encouraging Christian values
and emphasizing Christian perspectives. In this area, there weren’t many
discrepancies between the averaged
freshmen and senior responses.
“For me personally, Taylor’s bedrock
foundation of faith in Christ has made
all the difference,” freshman Drew
Neuenschwander said. “… all the
aspects that I love about Taylor would
fall apart if it weren’t for that essential
core element.”
There were some differences, however.
More first-year students than seniors
agreed that Taylor had reinforced values they had always held.
“That’s actually what you’re looking
for, because you want students to question beliefs and to come to their own
understanding of their values,” Maher
said.
“Intentional community” is a buzz-
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anity and humble leadership.
Youth Conference kicks off with a
game show in the gymnasium.
“It’s going to be really messy,” Fichtl
said.
Other weekend events include workshops, a scavenger hunt, capture the
flag and a concert. The worship band
is Steady ‘Til Sunset, led by Eric Hochhalter and Jess Samples.
Students will arrive tonight and stay
until Sunday afternoon.

word around Taylor, but for many students, it truly is one of Taylor’s greatest
strengths.
“In talking to people from other universities, I’ve realized that Taylor puts
a lot more spiritual emphasis [on] residence life programming than a lot of
other – even Christian – universities
do,” senior Jennie Binion said.
Senior Jonathan Friday sees residence hall life as the building block of
the Taylor community.
“When I talk to people from other
schools, one of the few things they know
about Taylor, other than Ivanhoe’s, is
that ‘you’re really focused around your
dorms, aren’t you?’ And we are.”
“I’ve also seen how genuine a lot of
people here are,” senior Janelle Eastman said. “… There’s a trust and a vulnerability and a dependability between
close friends here that I never have
found anywhere else. ”
“If you could start over again, would
you go to the same institution you
are now attending?” the NSSE asked.
Where 3 is “probably yes” and 4 is “definitely yes,” Taylor’s first-year students
and seniors had the same average score
of 3.55. 
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Living Water explores
unconventional
biblical concepts
by Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
Every Thursday night, students from
Taylor, IWU, Ball State and Huntington,
as well as local community members,
gather in the Hodson Dining Commons
atrium to experience God in a new way
through “Living Water” meetings.
Living Water, previously referred to
as “the old prayer chapel group,” began
taking shape in 2005. As years passed,
the meetings became more regular and
structured. The group met for a time
of worship, prayer and encouragement.
However, as Living Water developed, the

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Weekly
prayer
meetings
offer new
perspective

The Echo
236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN 46989-1001
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echo@taylor.edu

Students pray over a group member at the Living Water meeting Thursday night.
group became something more fresh and every week.
complex.
The group, now with a consistent attendance of at
“People need a place to be encouraged least 60, begins each meeting with a time of worship
and lifted up and enabled to personally music, followed by a short message. The messages
experience God’s love, and we know that differ from week to week in speakers and in topics.
happens at Living Water,” said Dr. Bill Following the message, students are broken into
Heth, professor
four groups: Intercessory
of biblical studprayer, prophetic ministry,
ies and leader of
physical and emotional heal“... as Living Water developed,
Living Water.
ing, and questions and answers
the group became something
Heth says the
with Heth.
more fresh and complex.”
group’s goal is to
Heth described the prophetic
equip people by
ministry group as a time where
sharing leaderthe group seeks to hear God’s
ship and involvement every week.
encouraging words for the person who is being prayed
Sophomore Jimmy Black attended his over.
first meeting during spring semester The group’s core verse is 1 Corinthians 14:3, which
of last year and has attended regularly states, “But everyone who prophesies speaks to men
ever since. Black often helps lead music for their strengthening, encouragement and comfort.
at the start of the meetings and says He who speaks in a tongue edifies himself, but he
he is encouraged by what God is doing who prophesies edifies the church.” According to Heth,
through the prayer and ministry of Living Water, the
group has seen four miraculous healings within their
participants since the group started.
“It’s so encouraging to see people just in awe of God
as reveals himself through a prophetic word, physical
healing of cancer, eyesight … or simply experiencing
his love for the first time,” Black said.
Heth admitted that the ideas of intercessory prayer,
prophetic ministry or miracles done today differ from
what many or most Taylor students were taught growing up in their home churches, which is why there is
a question and answer session available every week
so he can answer any questions students might have
about this new way of looking at these biblical concepts.
“There are different views on spiritual gifts from
different traditions on campus, and we’re just excited
about what we’re learning,” Heth said.
One concept the group focuses on regularly is learning how to hear God’s voice in everyday life.
Taylor graduate student Christine Goslin has been
attending Living Water meetings since her junior year
at Taylor. She attends a non-denominational church
at home, and says her church’s teachings differ in
some ways from the practices of Living Water.
“The biggest change for me has been learning how
to hear God’s voice on a daily basis and believing
that that’s even possible and that it can be a personal
aspect,” Goslin said.
Goslin said the prophetic ministry group has had
the biggest impact on her life and that she has learned
a lot about how God sees her and that he is faithful
and good.
According to its tentative mission statement, Living
Waters “is a place where God’s people encounter the
intimacy of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Through
our worship, prayer and ministry, we look to God for
individual and corporate revival that contributes to
the movement of the Holy Spirit both in our community and across the nation.”
“I love to see students ministering to other students
out of their giftedness,” Heth said. “That’s what
excites me. I love to see students gifted by God with
these amazing spiritual gifts ministering comfort,
encouragement and sometimes exhortation to other
students.”
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Friday
Youth Conference
Chapel - Rev. Jeremy Kingsley
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
Senior Flute Recital: Christina Marshall
Recital Hall
7 p.m.
Theater Production: Crimes of the Heart
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

saturday
Youth Conference
Senior Voice Recital: Emily Hurst
Recital Hall
7 p.m.
Theater Production: Crimes of the Heart
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

sunday
Youth Conference
Social Justice Week
Senior Recital: Emily Hurst, voice and Kayla Cange,
clarinet
Recital Hall
2 p.m.
Theater Production: Crimes of the Heart
Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.
Vespers
Rediger Auditorium
7 p.m.

Monday
Social Justice Week
Chapel - Student, Faculty, Alumni panel: Relentless
Discovery
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Tuesday
Social Justice Week

Wednesday
Social Justice Week
Spring Break Chapel
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Thursday
Social Justice Week
Taylor Music Live
7 p.m.
Jazz Ensemble and Combo Concert
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
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“But a free market was never
meant to be a free licence to take
whatever you can get, however
you can get it. That is what happened too often in the years leading up to the crisis.”
Photo by Timmy Huynh

-President Barack Obama talked
to bankers about financial reform

Sophomore Nick Cartwright knocks down the wall covered with derogatory terms.

Mosaic
Night
breaks
barriers
by Christen Gall
Contributor

T

aylor University celebrated its cultural
diversity with the fourth annual Mosaic
Night Thursday evening. The night began
with an introduction by Coordinator of Ethnic and International Recruitment Dereck Kamwesa, who is a native of Kenya.
“We win every race possible,” Kamwesa said,
holding up the Kenyan flag with a laugh. Kamwesa went on to explain what the colors of the
Kenyan flag symbolized.
Students started the night with an African
marriage dance. Performances included a traditional Middle Eastern dance, a Chinese love
song, a Mexican celebration dance and the sing-

ing of the Bahamian National Anthem, among students are able to learn about different culother presentations. The performances were tures from students they are living with.”
Promotion for Mosaic Night began with the
informal and encouraged audience interaction.
Many of the performers asked the crowd to Wall of Words, a wooden display of names stulearn a greeting in their native language. Dur- dents on campus had been called, which sat
ing the last performance — that of an African- outside of the chapel. Mark Alhajj, president
American dance originating in the 1970s called of the Multi-Ethnic Student Association, came
up with the idea for the
“stepping” — the performWall of Words. The display
ers encouraged the crowd
stated that “the wall is a
to dance with them.
physical representation
“Mosaic Night is a
of the walls we build in a
night of celebration for
“Promotion for Mosaic Night
society of many different
the entire campus,” said
began with the Wall of Words, a
peoples.”
Missy Chambless, direcwooden display of names stuHe said there were a lot
tor of American Ethnic
Student Programs, who
dents on campus had been called, of responses to the wall,
everything from students
headed Mosaic Night. “It’s
which sat outside of the chapel.”
making fun of it to ones
an opportunity to learn
who were offended by the
about other cultures and
language written on the
to actively engage with
wall.
those cultures, if only for
“The world is raw, and
a short while. And it’s a
we are part of it. People
way to be reminded that
these cultures are with us every day. They are on our campus have been called these names,”
embodied in the lives of our classmates, floor/ Alhajj said.
A time of prayer and reflection was held in
wing mates, faculty, staff and friends.”
Maribel Magallanes, a Mosaic Night per- front of the wall Wednesday night, where topformer, said the event was important “because ics such as dorm sterotypes, judgment versus

identification, and the truth behind sarcastic
comments were discussed.
Before Mosaic Night began, the Wall of Words
was knocked down to symbolize Taylor’s desire
to stop the hurtful words on the wall from being
a part of campus.
African, Indian, Middle Eastern, Indian, Chinese, Mexican, Bahamian, Caucasian-American
and African-American cultures were all represented in the performances on Thursday.
Many students and faculty were excited to
see the students perform and the rest of campus
support their peers.
“This for me makes my job worthwhile,” Kamwesa said.
Mosaic Night finished up with a Somanon
Fire Knife Dance by Matthew Hamilton outside of Rediger Auditorium. Hamilton is from
Hawaii, but still performs the Somanon Knife
Dance, which he has been performing for eight
years.
Taylor University student Min Young You, a
native of South Korea, thought the night was
great because she does not have the opportunity
to see many different cultures where she is
from. You said she wished she had performed in
Mosaic Night and would be willing to perform
in the future.

Foreign adoption complications change procedures
by Laura Vela
World News Editor

E

thiopia has a population of around
80 million people. Out of that
number, about five million are
orphaned children.
According to the New York Times,
Ethiopia is in the top three of countries that U.S. families adopt from.
In 2009, 3,001 children were adopted
from China, 2,277 from Ethiopia and
1,586 from Russia.
Recent scandals placed a strain
on U.S. families adopting. Ethiopia’s
adoption process placed a few security
measures to help both the parents and
the children.
Phil and Laura Mummert, part of
the Taylor community, are in the process of adopting two boys from Ethiopia.
According to their adoption blog,
the process of adoption from Ethiopia
requires the adoptive parents to send
a report on and pictures of the children
participating in daily activities. The
reports must be sent six months after
the adoption process, a year after, and
each year following.
The Ethiopian process has a wellorganized plan, but it requires honesty
on both sides. Many countries’ adop-

tion plans saw their share of failures.
Recent news scandals have revolved
around adoptions that ended poorly.
Russia froze adoptions from the U.S.
on April 15. This action is being discussed and disputed and many
hope that the
restrictions will
be lifted soon,
but there is no
definite answer.
The response
of the Russian
agencies is due
to multiple
cases of failed
adoptions and
mistreatment
of the children
adopted.
The most
recent mediacovered failed
adoption story
occurred at the
beginning of this month. A woman
from Shelbyville, Tenn., took a plane to
Washington and then sent her 7-yearold adopted son on a one-way flight
back to Russia alone. She claimed that
the boy was “violent and has psychopathic issues.” The woman also said

the Russian orphanage lied about the
boy’s troubles.
In another case, Diego, a 12-yearold boy adopted from Russia, moved in
with his new family in 2003. In 2005,
he was left with
a taxi driver
and his wife in
the Dominican
Republic who
ended up mistreating him.
He was sent to a
children’s shelter in 2008.
Other countries have been
struggling with
recent adoption
issues. In one
case, several
children from
remote areas
of Nepal were
declared orphans
and then given
up for adoption. Those children were
accompanied by falsely drawn up documents.
The Mummert’s chosen adoption
agency, Christian World Adoption, will
help the Mummert family with their
adoption paperwork and travel plans.

“Anyone wanting to
adopt internationally
had to anticipate delays and changes; it’s
just what you have
to expect.”

Four to six weeks after they obtain
their referrals, the Mummerts will
travel to Ethiopia to meet their boys
and attend a court session.
According to the couple’s blog, they
began their process with research in
February of 2009. If all goes according
to plan, they will bring the boys home
in another six to 10 weeks. The system already changed once since they
began the adoption process. Before the
change on May 9, adoptive parents
only needed to make one trip to the
country.
“Originally we were adopting from
Kazakhstan, but realized that it would
be a complicated process with no guarantee of a positive outcome,” Laura
said.
When asked about problems and
delays in the adoption process, Laura
said, “Anyone wanting to adopt internationally had to anticipate delays
and changes; it’s just what you have
to expect. … As Christians, these snags
allow us the chance to trust God, knowing that he is completely in control of
the governments and agencies that
oversee our families’ and our future
children’s paperwork.”
Phil and Laura hope to have the process completed without any unforeseen
complications.

Politician arrested
Rwanda- Victoire Ingabire, a politician
in Rwanda, was arrested on Wednesday with charges of genocide ideology.
Ingabire lived in Europe, but returned
in January and stated that she would
be running for president. Officials
have investigated her situation since
her return.

Oil rig explosion leaves 11 stranded
Mexico- A Swedish oil rig exploded
Tuesday night in the Gulf of Mexico.
Reportedly, the rig continued to burn
for hours after the blast. On Wednesday, 115 of the 126 workers were
rescued. The U.S. Coast Guard will
continue the search for the remaining
11 workers.

President sentenced to prison
Argentina- Reynaldo Benito Bignone,
the military president of Argentina,
was sentenced to 25 years in prison.
Bignone was already under house
arrest. He and six other military and
police officials were charged for their
part in running a concentration camp
during the dictatorship.

Explosions in business district
Thailand- Explosions went off in
the business district of Bangkok on
Thursday evening. There were at least
five explosions. Two of the explosions
hit the elevated train system and one
more hit a nearby hotel. Local television claims that the explosions were
caused by M-79 grenades. Authorities
are unsure of who is responsible. One
person was killed and 75 others were
wounded.

Luxury train crash kills two
South Africa- A train run by Rovos
Rail, a “unique train safari” company,
derailed near Cape Town. At least two
people were killed and 25 were injured.
The luxury tourist train needed the
assistance of hydraulic rescue equipment to free some of its passengers.

Prime Minister chosen for honor
Pakistan- Newly elected Pakistani
Prime Minister Yusaf Raza Gilani was
jailed in 2001 for opposing then-President Gen. Pervez Musharraf. Gilani

On This Day
in History
1759 - The British seized Basse-Terre
and Guadeloupe in the Antilles from
France.
1895 - Russia, France and Germany
forced Japan to return the Liaodong
peninsula to China.
1900 - The word “hillbilly” was first
used in print in an article in the New
York Journal. It was spelled “HillBillie.”
1945 - The Soviet Army fought its way
into Berlin.
1969 - Sirhan Sirhan was sentenced
to death for killing U.S. Senator Robert
Kennedy. The sentence was later
reduced to life in prison.
on-this-day.com

and others who sympathized with
then-Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto
were told to choose a side. His loyalty
earned him his current position in the
country.
More government officials attacked
Afghanistan- Azizullah Yarmal, Kandahar’s deputy mayor, was killed in
a mosque while praying two months
after another government official was
killed. The mosque is located near a
busy market which makes it clear that
Yarmal was the target. Officials said
that the assassins escaped.
Naval base renewal
Ukraine- In an attempt to keep relations between the two countries solid,
the Ukrainian president signed an
extended lease on a Russian naval
base. This act drew negative attention
from Ukranian opposition leaders.
They hope to align more closely with
the west and see the ties to Russia as
a hindrance.
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Kristina Foster can’t remember what cake tastes like.
She knows it has a “funny texture,” but beyond that, her
memory gets hazy.
The 19-year-old Virginia Beach native, who describes
herself as a carbo-holic, has adhered to the Modified Atkins
diet for the last two years. That means no cake. Or fruit.
Or bread.
Foster’s strict eating regimen limits her intake to 20
grams of carbohydrates a day. But it also limits something
else: seizures.
Foster was diagnosed with epilepsy at age 12. When she
was 16, an electroencephalography (EEG) test, which measures electrical activity in the brain, detected that Foster
had 65 seizures in six hours. That’s about one seizure every
six minutes.
But Foster refused to let epilepsy control her. Instead,
she used her experience to advocate for others with the
same struggles.
“There’s a quote that my mom and I love,” Foster said.
“We feel like it describes my life in a lot of ways and the lessons that I’ve learned. It was written by a guy who survived
the collapse of the Twin Towers. He said, ‘You can survive
when you change your view from that of a victim to that
of a rescuer.’”
This determination to be a rescuer led Foster to form epilepsy support groups, organize epilepsy awareness events,
embark on a career in special education, and even address
members of Congress on the steps of the U.S. Capitol building.
But Foster’s resolve took many years of struggle to
develop.
After Foster was diagnosed with epilepsy in sixth-grade,
she began a parade of drugs to control her seizures. A string
of side effects followed. One drug caused her to gain 30
pounds, lose her hair, and alter her personality. The summer
before high school Foster’s mom demanded that the doctor
take her off the drug.
“I have lost my daughter,” she said.
So Foster switched drugs. And she lost the 30 pounds. In
three months. When Foster returned to school in the fall,
no one recognized her because of the weight loss, and by
the end of her sophomore year, her 5’7” frame weighed a
scant 95 pounds.
Meanwhile, the seizures continued. On the day of her
16th birthday, Foster had a massive seizure that caused
her to fall and knock out her two front teeth. Her parents
postponed the party and rushed Foster to the dentist.
Finally, during her sophomore year of high school, it happened. It was the one thing Foster had dreaded from the
beginning. She had a massive seizure at school.

“I didn’t even tell people I had epilepsy when I was in
junior high,” Foster explained, “I had a seizure in school,
and suddenly everyone knew and was freaked out.”
The event was a turning point for Foster. After that seizure she decided to use her experience with epilepsy to
educate others about the disease.
“I just realized how terrified those kids must have been
– which was confirmed when I went to school the next
day. I talked to my teacher and asked if I could take this
opportunity to explain what happened.”
So Foster made a class presentation about the characteristics of epilepsy, taught epilepsy first aid, and answered a
torrent of questions from her peers. What was supposed to
be a 20-minute presentation took the entire class period.
Foster had just become a rescuer.
When her doctor found out about her impromptu epilepsy
lesson, he encouraged her to become more involved in the
Epilepsy Foundation of Virginia, which was sponsoring a
family fun day in the upcoming weeks.
Foster attended the event, but was disappointed with the
low attendance. “I decided something needed to change,”
she said. “In the fall they have their local epilepsy walks.
We told them we wanted to help them with promoting it. I
was in the newspaper, on TV and on the radio.”
Foster’s advocacy role continued to spiral into other
avenues after the epilepsy walk was over. She started an
epilepsy support group for teens with several of the students she met at the epilepsy walk. Although it took several
months to get off the ground, it became the first successful
epilepsy support group in the state of Virginia. Even after
Foster left for college in the fall of 2009, the group continued
to meet on a monthly basis.
At a national conference for children with epilepsy, Foster
met congressional representatives and senators and asked
them to support the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Amendments Act. The act would secure the rights of disabled individuals, including those with epilepsy.
In September 2008, leaders in the movement to pass the
ADA Amendments Act asked Foster to speak in favor of the
bill at a rally in Washington, D.C.
So there she was on the steps of the U.S. Capitol. Kristina
Foster – a rescuer.
There are still struggles. She keeps a two-year-old bag
of Easter candy in her freezer for the day when she goes
off her diet and can eat sugar and carbs again. But her
perspective is optimistic.
“God put me in a position where I was able to understand
what these people were experiencing,” Foster said. “Now
when I go through things I ask, ‘What can I learn from this?’
and ‘Who can I serve from this?’”
In other words, she asks, “How can I be a rescuer?”

Sophomore Corrie Walters hands off to teammate Natalie Puls during Thursday morning’s practice at 5:45 a.m.

Riding full
speed at the
crack of dawn
Taylathon teams prepare for
next week’s race during early
morning practices
Photo by Timmy Huynh

BY JENNICA STEVENS
Contributor

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Epilepsy inspires student to rescue others

“Now when I go through things I ask, ‘What
can I learn from this?’ and ‘Who can I serve
from this?’”

BY ALISSA GOEGLEIN
Life & Times Co-Editor
Any given morning this month, while many
sat spell-checking term papers on the latter end
of an all-nighter, alarms were going off all over
campus.
Weary warriors roused from their slumber to
beeping alarm clocks.
It’s 5:30 a.m. Taylathon practice time.

Splash water on face. Zip up windbreaker. Lace
sneakers. Brush teeth (maybe). Scramble out to
the track at Reade.
Taylathon participants finished their third week
of early morning team practices this week. With
ICC-sanctioned practice times slotted at 5:45-6:45
a.m. and 6:30-7:30 a.m., men and women alternate
between session times each week.
“I never thought I would be watching the sunrise
while jumping off of a bike at full speed,” said
sophomore team member Tyler Sahly.
But what seems torturous to the rest of us is
proving beneficial for Taylothonians.
“The teams that have been waking up and putting the time in have seen the most improvement
since we started practicing,” Sahly said. “Our
group has really bonded a lot through the time
spent together in the dark, cold mornings on the
track.”
These dark, cold mornings are part of the official
“ICC Taylathon Rules,” which state that men and
women may only practice from “daybreak to 7:30
a.m.”
Some rulebending does occur. Passersby might
occasionally catch certain teams riding in broad

METHODS OF PAYMENT

Earth Day
celebrates
40th Anniversary
BY ADRIENNE CHAUDOIN
Life & Times Co-Editor

I

“Scientists have solid experimental and theoretical
evidence to support ... the
following predictions: in
a decade, urban dwellers
will have to wear gas masks
to survive air pollution ...
by 1985, air pollution will
have reduced the amount of
sunlight reaching earth by
one half. ...”
“By ... [1975] some experts feel that food
shortages will have escalated the present level of world hunger and starvation
into famines of unbelievable proportions.
Other experts, more optimistic think the
ultimate food-population collision will not
occur until the decade of the 1980’s.”
Despite the impending doom that the

first Earth Day predicted, positive and
healthy steps were taken in the right
direction. The National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration was created
later in 1970 to monitor and improve the
condition of the oceans. Within the next
five years, the Clean Water and Endangered Species Acts were passed, and the
pesticide dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane,
or simply, DDT, was banned.
Over the past 40 years, Earth Day has
morphed from a giant protest to a worldwide day of environmental awareness.
Rabat, Morocco announced its National
Earth Charter yesterday in celebration
of Earth Day. According to Yahoo news,
the charter will inaugurate 10 major
environmental protection projects: Pushing environmental education in schools,
establishing a national observatory for
environment and rural development, fighting desertification, preserving ecosystems,
treating waste, and ending the use of plastic bags.
“Morocco is the first African, Muslim,
and Arab nation to commit to holding
national events in honor of the 40th
anniversary of Earth Day on April 22,”
announced earthday.net.
Globally, the Earth Day celebrations will
take place this weekend, with major cities
hosting events. Cities around the world
include Rabat, New York City, Shanghai,
Rome, and Mumbai. The events will feature musical talent, speakers, exhibits and
eco-villages.
Hopefully you joined in campus’ festivities yesterday by entering in the chalk
drawing contest or pulling up Garlic Mustard behind Randall. But if you wish you
were closer to a major city so you could
join in the weekend festivities, you’re in
luck. The nonprofit corporation, Earth
Day Indiana, is hosting its own Earth
Day event 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday in
Indianapolis. According to the event’s website, an estimated 30,000 people attended
last year, and more are expected this year.
Along with outdoor entertainment in the
park, four tents are hosting over 130
environmental and conservation exhibits
including Wal-mart, General Motors, and
Habitat for Humanity.

EDITORS’ TRAVELS
Spending Friday nights at
the Speedway
As the Taylor dictionary of cliché statements
says, “There’s nothing
to do around here.” But
clearly, our weekly travels would suggest otherwise. And with spring
already here, and summer quickly approaching,
new opportunities for fun
arise and old ones come
racing back.
The I-69 Speedway
hosts a one-fourth mile
clay track ideal for racing.
Friday nights at 7:30, you
can join Grant County
fans in the Main Grandstand that seats 3,700
people. There are four
types of races: Non-Wing
Sprints, UMP Modifieds,
UMP Street Stocks and
Thunder Cars.
Prices on their website
may scare you away, but
if you bring your Taylor
ID, it’s only $8.
“Best $8 I’ve ever spent,”
senior Stephen Groves
said. “I witnessed the
most violent accident I’ve
ever seen. A car flipped

over twice!”
Besides seeing cars
speeding and crashing
around, the event is
pretty interactive. You
can always spot the newcomers by where they sit.
The clay tracks provide
a nice mud bath for the
crowd when things get
fast, so season veterans
know to sit halfway up
the stands to avoid the
mud.
Don’t forget to check
out the gift shop while
y o u ’ r e t h e r e. I t h a s
everything from quilted
vests to mouse pads to fly
swatters. Crowd favorites,
as seen by what they’re
wearing, are the florescent colored wife-beater
tank tops.
A common event for
pick-a-dates and senior’s
to-do lists, the Speedway
is a great place to hoop
and holler with buddies
and have a good time.

Freshman Rodrigo Carneiro illustrates Mother Earth as part of the Earth Day events yesterday.
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this year, with some new teammates and a nice
new bike, we are looking for some much-needed
redemption.”
Convy’s teammate Josh Jerele agrees. “I am
really excited for redemption with a third, second,
or even first place finish. Let’s be honest, though
— the sophomores are all somehow a part of Lance
Armstrong’s bloodline. First place is untouchable.”
That seems to be the consensus among the other
men’s Taylathon teams.
“I feel like the freshmen will give [the juniors and
seniors] a run for their money, but the sophomores
got it in the bag,” said freshman team member
Will Gemmel.
To lead the way, the sophomores have seasoned
biking veteran, Colorado native Chase Moore.
“He doesn’t give us a day off,” Sahly said. “But
it is paying off.”
Go see for yourself. Taylathon is May 1 at Reade
lawn. The women’s race begins at 12:30 p.m., followed by the Men’s race at 1:30 p.m.
Until then, Taylathonians will be practicing at
the crack of dawn.

YO, ADRIENNE!
(And Alissa)
Yo, Adrienne!
I’m getting tired of that
multi-colored artwork sitting
in front of Metcalf. Is it ever
going away, or do you think
the student population will
try to make the TV work and
start having movie nights out
there?

construction, the word on the
sidewalk was that it would be
taken down within a year or
so. Exact date and time aren’t
known, but we’re assuming
that one day, we’ll come back
and realize it’s no more. Kind
of like that statue outside of
Sammy titled “The Hurl” that
looked like a giant chess
piece and is now gone.

-Water and Oil Worrier
Dear Worrier,
So, I guess you aren’t the part
of the student body that has
gotten used to the sculpture
as a nice make out spot.
You’ve probably discovered
that the campus dogs use it
as their own personal
restroom.
If you’re a senior, bad news you’ll have to see it until the
day you graduate. If you’re
younger, you may be luckier.
During the time of its

Answering your
questions one
round at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com

Next stop:
Cool Beans Coffee
Shop, Fairmount, Ind.

Photo by Timmy Huynh

n light of Earth Day, I went to earthday.
net and took a quiz to determine my
carbon footprint. If everyone in the
world lived like me, we’d need approximately 4.4 Planet Earths to provide
enough resources.
Yesterday marked the 40th anniversary
of the first Earth Day in 1970. In celebration of this now middle-aged holiday, I
looked at where we were then and how
far we’ve come in becoming a “greener”
planet.
On April 22, 1970, Congressman Pete
McCloskey and Denis Hayes coordinated
the first Earth Day in the form of a
nationwide protest. A Public Broadcasting System timeline estimated 20 million
people participated in the event across the
country, causing it to be the largest demonstration to ever take place in American
history.
Many universities, cities, government
officials, publishing companies and businesses promoted the first Earth Day
through awareness talks and seminars
before the event. Like most threats, scientific evidence was blown out of proportion,
causing panic and a sense that drastic

change was needed immediately.
In January of 1970, Life Magazine ran
an article stating serious predictions for
the future in regards to pollution. “Scientists have solid experimental and theoretical evidence to support ... the following
predictions: in a decade, urban dwellers
will have to wear gas masks to survive air
pollution ... by 1985, air pollution will have
reduced the amount of sunlight reaching
earth by one half. ...”
On the amount of food, Paul Ehrlich,
a Stanford University biologist stated,
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daylight or late evening, but sophomore women’s
team captain Samantha Heacock testifies that
her team “rarely breaks rules when it comes to
practicing.”
“The team has been practicing diligently,” she
said. “I’m excited to see the outcome of our teamwork.”
Other teams have been admittedly less diligent,
and for good reason. As last year’s champions, all
eight senior women are returning from at least
a year of experience with two soon-to-be-4-year
veterans: Cherilyn Sutherland and Emily Woglemuth.
“Since all eight of us have done Taylathon before,”
said Woglemuth, “we haven’t felt the need to wake
up at the crack of dawn for most practices. But
mainly a few girls will get together and practice
transitions, or go on bike rides … whenever they
have time. Since we’re all veterans, we’re feeling
pretty confident in our ability.”
Their male classmates aren’t. The senior men’s
team, class of 2010, have yet to win a race. Or get
second place. Or third.
“Dead last every year since we were freshmen,”
admitted senior team member James Convey. “But

Comic illustrated by Mark Ledgerwood

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an
encounter of your own, one of your friend’s, or a made up
one, let us know the date, location, and a brief recap of
the encounter so we can post it in next week’s Echo as a
comic strip.

Arts & Entertainment

For Whom the
Belle Tolls

T

he phrase “For Whom the Bell Tolls” typically signifies the
passing away of an individual, a solemn signal indicating
the end of one stage and the beginning of another.
It is the more liberal interpretation of this phrase, that
of passing from one stage to the next, that seems to match the
recent success of musical artist Andrew Belle so perfectly and not
just because his last name is Belle.
A Wheaton, Ill. native, Belle graduated from
Taylor in 2004 with a degree in business and
Colby
has been on the rise in the music scene ever
Spear
since his departure.
Recent hallmarks of his success have
A&E Editor
included an award as MTV VMA Chicago’s
Breakout Artist, peaking at #1 for the most
downloaded album in the iTunes singer/songwriter category the
week his album “The Ladder” debuted, and a spot on the critically
acclaimed Ten out of Tenn Tour.
A feature on the hit TV show “Grey’s Anatomy” has proven to be
another significant medal of distinction for Belle, as the show has
a reputation of choosing the best of current independent music
and launching unknown acts into a more public sphere.
On his “Grey’s Anatomy” feature Belle said, “I was very excited
about having a song featured on the show. When I graduated from
Taylor, ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ had just started and they’re a show that
has set up a lot of popular artists. Getting a song on that show
was kind of like a goal I had set for myself.”
But despite an onslaught of recent success, music for Andrew
Belle was not a lifelong pursuit characterized by musical endeavors at a young age. After playing halfheartedly with a few bands
in high school and learning to play guitar for no other reason than
“just to do it,” Belle did not consider pursuing music full time until
he was a student at Taylor.
During his time at Taylor, Belle took advantage of music-related
opportunities, such as private music lessons, where he learned
how to play the drums and took part in much-beloved campus
events such as My Gen, Nostalgia Night and the now-defunct

Although Of Course You End
Up Becoming Yourself: A
Road Trip with David Foster
Wallace
by David Lipsky
Following the release of his magnum opus, “Infinite
Jest,” David Foster Wallace’s effect in the literary world
was “as though Paul Bunyan had joined the NFL or
Wittgenstein had gone on ‘Jeopardy,’” or, more plainly,
“colossally disruptive.”
Indeed, no other writer of his generation could more precisely communicate how it felt to be alive in
America. Yet in 2008, after a 20-year
Steve
battle with depression, Wallace
Etheridge hanged himself in his California
home.
To understand why someone with such a profound
grasp on life would opt for such a tragic death is something that defies understanding. Yet David Lipsky, in
“Although Of Course You End Up Becoming Yourself,” his
biographical account of a five-day road trip with Wallace in 1996, offers a breathtakingly incisive portrait of
the author’s extraordinary decency and self-awareness,
making more plausible the downfall of a titan.
Lovely, hectic, paranoid and outrageously funny, the
book is mostly presented through transcripts of conversations between Lipsky and Wallace. The discussions,
while intended to be journalistic (Lipsky was on assignment with “Rolling Stone”), are fraught with Lipsky’s
moony-eyed admiration and Wallace’s discomfort in the
spotlight, and they inevitably deteriorate into tender
dialogues that feel better suited for a late night at a
diner than a big buzz magazine.
Regarding the interviews, Wallace says, “[T]here’s
nothing more grotesque than somebody who’s going
around, ‘I’m a writer, I’m a writer, I’m a writer.’ It’s a
very fine line. I don’t mind appearing in ‘Rolling Stone,’
but I don’t want to appear in ‘Rolling Stone’ as somebody
who wants to be in ‘Rolling Stone.’”
His immense sensitivity and self-consciousness alternately envelopes and intensifies his brilliance in a way
that would make for an Oscar-quality movie, but also
in a way that informs, encourages and cautions any of
us who are young with creative ambitions.
As a longtime Wallace fan who’s still affected by his
death, this book didn’t go down easy, but as for better
understanding myself and the delicacy of artistic integrity, the book was utterly necessary.

The Rock and Worship Road ShowTour will be hitting
the Allen County Memorial Coliseum in Fort Wayne,
Ind., tonight! The Rock and Worship Road Show features artists MercyMe, the David Crowder Band, Family
Force 5, Remedy Drive, Sidewalk Prophets and others.
Opening act Sidewalk Prophets just received the 2010
Dove Award for Best New Artist of the Year.

Catch Andre Belle in Indiana
4/29 5:30 p.m. DePauw University- Greencastle, Ind.
4/30 2 p.m. IU-South Bend- South Bend, Ind.
5/2 8 p.m. Radio Radio- Indianapolis, Ind.
Grade Andrew Belle’s new album “The Ladder” track by track
with your own grading curve and submit it via campus mail to
A&E editor Colby Spear for the chance to have it featured in next
week’s section.
“The Ladder” is available now on iTunes for the low price of $5.99.

Music
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Hometown: Wheaton, Ill.
Current City: Nashville, Tenn.
Favorite Sports Teams: Cubs, Bears, Cavs, Blackhawks
Residence Hall at Taylor: Bergwall
Favorite Venue: Schuba’s Tavern Chicago, Ill.
Song Performed at My Gen: “Bright Lights” by Matchbox Twenty
Non-music Activity: Cooking, watching the Food Network
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Battle of the Bands.
Belle admits though that it was really his involvement in the Student Activities Committee and Integration of Faith and Culture that got him thinking
about seriously pursuing music.
“Interacting with artists and bringing them in to
play at Taylor really helped encourage me to pursue
music and made me want to try it for myself,” Belle
said.
Clearly, Belle must have taken careful notes on
what he learned as a student, because he has arrived
at the point where he should be the one being brought
in by SAC or IFC.
Musically, Belle performs a unique styling of “smart
pop,” which is typically centered on an acoustic guitar
or piano and has drawn comparisons to artists like
Coldplay and The Fray.
Belle said of his music style, “I like the description
‘smart pop,’ like something that is catchy right off the
bat; kind of honest, interesting or quirky.” Regardless
of auditory description, the fresh and approachable
style of Belle’s new album “The Ladder” has clearly struck a
chord with old and new listeners alike that made his new album
the 24th most downloaded album on all of iTunes the day it was
released, and the most downloaded album on iTunes in the singer/
songwriter category.
Obviously, there is no denying that Belle’s time as a musician
has arrived with force, heralded by the proverbial bells of touring
and album sale success, and while his future looks brighter than
ever, I fully anticipate Belle to ring louder and louder.
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concert

Blue Sky Noise

Girl Talk

by Circa Survive

April 18, Purdue University

After hearing “Get Out,” I was first excited then disappointed: Excited because it contains so much energy;
disappointed because I lost interest so quickly. April 20
came nervously for me.
Circa Survive’s sound has definitely changed. They
have a new energy flowing from improved instrumentation, louder production, more relatable lyrics, Anthony
Green’s deeper voice and — like it or not — a more
approachable and conventional sound. This is not necessarily a bad thing, but I do miss the deadness, the
lack of energy — or rather, the weird
energy — of “Juturna” and “On Letting Go.” One review described “Glass
Arrow” as “what the band had been
Chris
going for with ‘Mandala,’” but I have
Clampitt to emphasize that the reverse is true:
“Mandala’s” pregnant listlessness,
“Mandala’s” stagnant monotony, was precisely what
“Glass Arrow” misses.
Regardless, the album contains many immediate gems.
Some of my favorites already are “Strange Terrain,” “I
Felt Free,” “Frozen Creek,” “Fever Dream” and “Spirit of
the Stairwell.” The album itself flows well, with a more
frantic beginning and a more progressive ending.
For those unfamiliar with Circa Survive, “Blue Sky
Noise” is undeniably a fantastic album. But for those
familiar with Circa Survive, there is the danger that
“Blue Sky Noise” will disappoint in its concreteness
instead of abstractness, in its energy instead of lethargy.
I know that healthy bands develop their sound, and
in the past I have always been impatient with people
who complain about such a development, but now that
it has happened to me, to one of my favorite bands, I feel
as if a friend has just died. I have a new friend — but
I’m not sure whether I will like him as much and am
sure that, either way, he will never be who my old friend
was. I can only tell myself that, in time, we will become
just as close.

“Mashup? What’s a mashup?” Asking this question means
you’re missing out on one of the fastest growing phenomena in music today.
In the quasi-legal process of mashing, artists take samples from songs in different genres, including hip-hop, indie,
pop and classic rock, and blend them into a new song. A
mashup might take the vocals from a Jackson 5 tune and
fuse it with the instrumentals from a Queen track or throw
Biggie Small’s silky smooth rhymes on top of an emotional
Elton John ballad.
No one does this better than the DJ
“Girl Talk,” who has revolutionized the
idea of a mashup by cramming 250+
songs into a mere 50 minutes of music.
carey
Although he doesn’t actually record any
rand
new music, his albums are brimming
with unique and creative material, the
result of envisioning pop music in a completely new way.
However, Girl Talk’s forte is really in his live shows,
which I experienced first-hand this past weekend at a free
outdoor concert at Purdue. Armed with nothing more than
a laptop (and not even a Mac!) he got the crowd bumping
with his hyper-remixing of recognizable pop songs.
Girl Talk’s wild and charismatic stage presence worked
the crowd into a mad frenzy, aided, I’m sure, by some non
LTC-approved substances (I’m allowed to secondhand
smoke, right?). The show was packed with raw energy,
which I could literally feel as I became utterly engulfed in
the horde of jumping fans whilst heaving scores of crowd
surfers toward other unsuspecting victims.
The set was brought to an end with John Lennon’s
“Imagine,” which lulled and united the multitude under the
dream of “all the people sharing all the world ... and living
as one.”
For me, being surrounded by hundreds of sweaty, pungent and rowdy college kids, gathered together to listen to
a single guy play with a computer equates to the perfect
Sunday evening.

opinions

23 April 2010

Twilight of
the atheists

Christianity, depicting God’s concerned assistant questioning a carefree God who had a large white beard and
played putt-putt golf. It hit upon all the classic points:
“Are you sure, God, that you want to have babies born
with horrible genetic diseases?” “God, why didn’t you prevent the Holocaust?” “Do the people who never hear about
you really have to burn in hell for all eternity, God?”
Despite my general agreement (e.g. accepting the
morality of God’s support for Israel’s massacres is like
Chris
his past summer I attended a movie putting a bullet in your conscience), something about that
Clampitt
night for the Denver Atheists and satire made my stomach sick. Perhaps it was the Holy
Contributor
Free Thinkers (DAFT) club. I walked Spirit — though I’m pretty sure I asked him to live in my
into a modest home to a group of heart. Perhaps it was the Dilly Bar — I had swallowed
about 20 people in friendly conversation. the stick splinters whole.
As I vomited up my thoughts in prayer later that night,
It could have been a church meeting except for the two
it occurred to me that my stomach flu was neither spirimen uproariously mocking the book of Ezekiel.
tual nor culinary — but rather something
Waiting for the movie to begin, I sat on
much more human: Disappointment.
a couch, semi-nervously eating a Dairy
I had been expecting a group of intelQueen Dilly Bar and chatting with a
lectuals. Instead, I found a group of semidark-haired, middle-aged Jewish woman “It could have been a
who was all smiles until I reluctantly
church meeting ex- overweight, dark-chocolate-bitter, angry
and thoroughly tender individuals who
told her I was “still a Christian” (her:
cept for the two men deny God.
“So, when did you lose your faith?” me:
These atheists were completely indis“Actually ...”).
uproariously mocking
tinguishable from Christians, except for
We watched some sci-fi channel movie
the book of Ezekiel.” one nominal detail. Christians and atheabout a man who had lived for several
ists even employ the same strategies, psymillennia (via completely naturalistic
chologizing each other away: Atheists just
means, of course). He vaguely remem“don’t want to get off the throne of their
bered being a caveman, but the narralife,” and Christians merely “use God as
tive and lighting became increasingly
dramatic and climactic as he described how, to the horror a moral crutch.”
I had hoped to find a key, a door — directions out of the
of the gray-haired Christian woman in his enraptured
audience, he was actually Buddha Gautama and indeed, barren liminal space between the sun of my childhood
Christianity and the moon of my adult atheism.
even Jesus Christ.
The Taylor Bubble is running out of oxygen, and the
“I tried to just be a good person and teach good things,”
he reminisced concerning his Sermon on the Mount, “but atheist movie night was not the surface I was looking
for. If among Christians I would rather call myself an
people took it too far and twisted it.”
The film ended with the man moving on to a new loca- atheist but among atheists I would rather call myself a
Christian, am I fickle – or just honest?
tion to start a new life. A sunset was involved.
Yet, whether I like it or not, the consuming question of
One of the atheists commented on how she did not find
my life now is not “Does God exist?” but rather “Will this
the acting very believable.
Afterward, we watched an Internet comedy satirizing twilight ever end?”
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We’d rather work alone

G

Steve
Etheridge
Opinions
Editor

roup projects shouldn’t be a real thing. This is something
so unanimously understood and agreed upon by students
that I won’t even list the reasons why. Only the professors
who assign the projects, what with their “knowledge” and
“advanced degrees from prestigious institutions,” still fail to see
the senseless frustration they cause.
So, for the benefit of the professors, and in lieu of writing an
actual column, I’m instead going to copy and paste a portion of
the e-mail correspondence that preceded the last group project
I worked on.

From: Susan
To: Steve, Ken, Trudy
Subject: eastern europe project
Hey group, just wanted to remind you all that we have that Slobodan
Milosevic project for History of Eastern Europe due next week. Figured we
better get started on things…wouldn’t wanna get a B or anything, haha!
How’s a meeting sound this Saturday? Galleria at 7? Thanks!
From: Ken
To: Steve, Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
can’t, playin ultimate.
From: Steve
To: Susan, Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
I can meet, but I think it’d probably be easier if we each took a section of
Milosevic’s life and treated it like an individual project, and then loosely
compiled everything together the night before. That way I can come across
as a forward-thinking group participant while avoiding my fear of prolonged
interaction with unfamiliar people.
From: Trudy
To: Susan, Steve, Ken

Why your
garbage
matters

Y

esterday for lunch, I had a delicious cranberry, apple, cheese
and pecan salad. It was conveniently prepared in a plastic
to-go container so that all I had to do
was pick it up, choose
a piece of fruit and
Bethany
some pretzels, then Cleveland
with an efficient swipe Contributor
of my student I.D., be
on my way again.
After I finished eating, I tossed the
container into the garbage, as I do at
least two or three times a week when
I dine in the Grille. Yet something
caught my attention as my plastic
container fell onto a stack of six or
so similar containers.
A lot of plastic was in that trashcan. And the Grille serves 14 meals
each week to several hundred students.
Something about those barelyused, discarded plastic containers
just didn’t seem right.
I sought out one of the few experts
on Taylor’s environmental impact,
Kevin Crosby, an environmental

Subject: Re: eastern europe project
studies graduate student. Parts of
what he shared were pleasantly surprising.
During “Green Week” in February,
Taylor’s seven dormitories were able
to cut down on their electricity consumption, saving nearly $1,700 over
the course of one week. And the university has significantly decreased its
consumption of water over the past
five years, from 41 million gallons
during the 2002-2003 school year to
28 million gallons during the 20072008 school year.
Crosby’s research into Taylor’s use
of resources and production of waste
has been the first of its kind, which
has made much of his data difficult
to obtain. And he does not yet have
specific statistics on the university’s
consumption of plastic, as those numbers are difficult to accurately determine and are often simply educated
estimates.
While that may seem like a defeat
in research, it proves to me why it
is usually easier to continue in our
fast-paced tracks without stopping
to examine the the implications of
our actions. Most people read facts
about energy and waste and wonder
why it really makes that much difference whether or not they consider the
environment in their daily behavior.
Yet I cannot help but think back to
my high school chemistry class where
I learned about Newton’s third law of
motion: For every action there is an

equal and opposite reaction.
Turning to the Internet, I
researched what exactly plastic does
to the environment. The Worldwatch
Institute told me that an estimated
12 million barrels of petroleum are
required to produce the 100 billion
plastic bags consumed annually in
the United States, of which less than
six percent are recycled.
There are countless environmental
issues that are quite trendy at the
moment. And the lifestyle changes
required to lessen our negative
impact on the environment will not
happen overnight. In fact, during the
span of time it took me to write this
article, I threw away another plastic
container.
Rest assured, I debated carrying it around for the rest of the day
and dutifully washing it out when I
returned to my apartment. But I was
in a hurry.
Our school might feel like an
insignificant example of plastic consumption, but think about how much
waste (plastic and non) is produced
elsewhere, including by the 160,000
fast food restaurants in America.
I’m fully aware that we are creatures of convenient habits. Yet, if
we stop to question some of these
habits and think about the effects
they have, we just might find that the
conveniently delicious salads aren’t
all quite as necessary as we thought.


I went to an orfanige in europe on a litehouse trip! Soooo fun!!! xoxoxoxo!
Can i show the pictures to class?????
From: Susan
To: Steve, Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
Ken, I’m not sure what “ultimate” is, but I can assure you it’s far less important than maintaining my GPA. Steve, though I appreciate your candidness,
the assertiveness of my extroversion will without a doubt dominate your
pathetic agoraphobic tendencies, so I insist you bite the bullet and show up
to the meeting. And Trudy, you seem like a real sweetheart, but I’d bet my
first child that your IQ is lower than the grade I intend to get, so you can
be in charge of the PowerPoint. I expect I’ll see you all at 7. Thanks!
From: Trudy
To: Susan, Steve, Ken
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
Hey yall!!!! Jus wonderin how to find powerpoint in mytaylor!!! and then
also i was hopin one of you could show me how to put my litehouse picz in!!!!
computers are soooo hard lololol!!! muah!!!!
From: Steve
To: Susan, Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
You know, Susan, I’m all for relegating simple tasks to dumber group
members, but I think projects like these are supposed to operate a little
more democratically. How about everyone sends an e-mail with a couple
times that’d work for a meeting, and then, assuming we won’t find a time
that works for everyone (I’m swamped!), we can divvy up individual topics.
Cool?
From: Ken
To: Steve, Trudy
Subject: susan’s ugly and annoying
lets vote her off the island
From: Susan

The widening
gap of Congress

current gap in historical relief.
Without getting terribly technical, the gaps in both the
House and the Senate can be measured by finding the
distance between the ideological “scores” of each party in
a given Congressional session.
Using University of San Diego Professor Keith Poole’s
dataset for legislator roll call votes, we can divide legislators into two groups based on their political party affilin 1787, Alexander Hamilton lamented ation. Next, each individual legislator is then assigned
over the “unequivocal experience of the a value ranging from -1 to +1 based on their aggregated
inefficacy of the subsisting federal gov- voting history (called an H-score).
Legislators who tend toward -1 generally vote more
ernment.” Translation? The inflexibility
of divided government was annoyingly liberally, while those who tend toward +1, more conservatively. By averaging each party’s H-score and then
unproductive.
That statement, from Hamilton’s Feder- measuring the distance between the two scores, we are
alist No. 1, has proved prophetic: Congres- able to establish a relative ideological gap trend which
Nick Davis sional gridlock — that chronic symptom of illustrates how far the two parties diverge in their ideparty polarization — continues to plague ologies.
Columnist
Since 1947, the gap between Democrats and Repubthe legislative process more than 200
licans in the House of Representatives has more than
years later.
But just how badly is Congress divided today? Legisla- doubled. On the Senate side, this gap has nearly tripled
tors, after all, have often disagreed on the best way to since 1937. This is unsurprising when cross-checked with
run the American government since the signing of the the Congressional Quarterly party-unity scores above.
Both partisanship and the ideological gap have sigConstitution. While the year-long stalemate over the
nificantly increased over the last 70-some
recent health care bill is the most recent
years to the point at which the parties
example of legislative inefficiency, such
have very little in common.
a gridlock is hardly unique.
“Both partisanship and
The causes for this phenomenon —
Take, for instance, the prolonged
the ideological gap have declining
civility and community between
Medicare debate in 1965, the fight over
significantly increased
members of Congress, the caustic filibusslavery in 1856, or the longstanding
ter, and a caucus system that promotes
(and occasionally violent) disagreement
over the last 70-some
between the Federalists and Anti-Fed- years to the point at which party unison over consensus — are as old
as they are new. President George Washeralists in Hamilton’s day. Still, it would
the parties have very little ington in his 1796 farewell speech foresaw
appear that tensions in Congress seem
in common.”
the divisive role that party politics play,
to be running at an all-time high and
proclaiming that they “kindle the animosmeasures of consensus at all-time lows.
ity of one part against another.”
Congressional Quarterly, which tracks
But they are also necessary in a Repubparty voting trends, suggests this polarization has substantively increased over the last century. lic. James Madison, writing in Federalist No. 10, acknowlIn 2009, House and Senate Democrats voted along party edged the dangers posed by factions and parties, yet
lines 91 percent of the time when the two parties were realized that they were integral as an expression of the
at odds, compared to only 57 percent in 1970. Similarly, public’s voice and the lesser evil of other options of politiCongressional Republicans voted with their party 88 cal assembly.
His warning, however, was that factions needed to
percent in 2009, and only 59 percent in 1970.
The polarization illustrated by the expansion of party- possess enough commonality to maintain a proper level
unity voting highlights the general widening of the of cohesion amongst the states.
With an ever-widening ideological gap and the increase
ideological gap between Republicans and Democrats in
Congress. Using new data from the American Enterprise of hyper-partisanship in Congress, legislators are danInstitute’s “Vital Statistics on Congress,” we are able to gerously close to irreparably damaging this vision of
quantify this ideological polarization by contrasting the cohesion.

I

To: Steve, Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: eastern europe project
Like Milosevic, I don’t play by the rules, so Steve, I’m afraid your democracy
can go ahead and shove it. Unfortunately for me, I no longer trust any of
you to do good work, so I’m pretty much gonna do everything on my own.
I’ll send each of you a script for the presentation by Tuesday. To be an intelligent, self-empowered female in the 21st century is both a blessing and a
curse, and this project has just confirmed the latter.
From: Steve
To: Ken, Trudy
Subject: Re: susan’s ugly and annoying
Deal.
Sadly, this is a pretty standard representation of the collegiate group project
experience. No matter how evenly matched the groups, someone always works
too hard for a grade that’s worse than they’d hoped for, while someone works
not as hard for a grade that’s better than they could’ve gotten on their own (this
person probably thinks they’re lucking out, but when considered from every
angle, that’s definitely not the case).
And whatever learning takes place is negligible at best, because students
always pursue the easiest course of action for the sake of getting it over with.
That’s how our generation deals with stuff.
So, while it’s possible we’ll be at a loss when it comes to group work in our
real life grown-up jobs, I think in the meantime we’d rather just do things on
our own.

Mailbox
Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.
edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer
than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your
opinions as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit for length and content.
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Volleyball prepares for ministry in Israel

Trojan sports
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IN BRIEF

The volleyball team breaks a huddle during one of their fall matches. They will be traveling to Israel in May.
by Jake sittler
Contributor
The Taylor University womens’ volleyball
team will fulfill the Great Commission
through the blending of faith and sports,
spreading the gospel where Christ once
walked. The team will spend May 23 through
June 6 in Israel and Palestine.
Working with Bethlehem Bible College,
head coach Brittany Smith and the team
will run volleyball clinics in youth clinics
and refugee camps for Israeli and Palestinian teams.
“It is definitely mission-focused … we
want to see how we can use our sport to
develop teaching cues and relate it to our
faith,” Smith said.
Some clinics will have a “train-the-trainer”
aspect, in which the team will train local
coaches to show them how to reteach those

Baseball
takes four
from Marian
by Andrew morgan
Sports Co-Editor

T

he baseball team grabbed two consecutive doubleheader sweeps against Marian University on April 15 and 17,
keeping them placed at number one
within the MCC.
The opening game on Friday began with
a short pitching duel between Taylor sophomore Travis Carsten and Marian’s Patrick
Midla on the Marian diamond. Both pitchers
kept each team to a single run in the first
three innings, but the Trojan bats found contact at the top of the fourth with four runs
scored and a 5-1 lead. Marian attempted to
close the gap throughout the fourth and fifth
innings, bringing the score to 5-3, Trojans.
However, the Taylor offense built a 4-hit
streak at the top of the sixth with three

skills to their own players and younger athletes.
The Trojans will work with both Arabic
and Jewish teams, providing a unique cultural context to the trip.
“Our team hopes to reflect the true love
of Christ by ministring to both Israelis and
Palestinians,” said junior Kristen VandeBunte. “Our goal is to demonstrate our
hope in Christ in every interaction we have,
whether with tour guides, volleyball teams
and coaches or other groups we are partnering with.”
Working with both groups presents two
different religions and worldviews, but VandeBunte says that trusting God to use their
message is key.
“We want to be able to look back on our
experience and trust that God used our
actions and words to reflect the love [of]
Christ,” VandeBunte said.

In the past, the Trojans have competed
against internationally recognized competition in trips to South Africa and Honduras.
They will have such opportunities again in
Israel.
“The work with the Arabic and Jewish
teams will be mostly teaching-oriented …
but we will also be competing in a series of
matches against the Israeli National Youth
Team,” Smith said.
In addition to the teaching sessions and
the competitions, the Trojans look forward
to seeing many biblical sites. VandeBunte
mentioned plans to visit both Christ’s empty
tomb and the garden of Gethsemane.
The women are excited for the many
opportunities they will have to share their
faith in a place that desperately needs the
gospel. And, as VandeBunte said, volleyball
is a form of communication any culture can
understand.

scores and a 5-run lead. Marian managed
two additional runs in the bottom of the
sixth to create the final score 8-5, Trojans.
The opening of the second started with
another tight pitching match between two
left-handed pitchers, Taylor junior Chris
Howell and Marian’s Ricky Parrish. Both
pitchers allowed only two runs on six collective hits in the first four innings of play.
Trojan senior outfielder Nate Hillery broke
the silence with a left field home run to give
the Trojans the first score of the night cap in
the top of the second inning. However, Marian came out swinging in the fifth, scoring
six runs and taking the lead from Taylor 6-2.
But the Trojans struck back in the top of the
sixth with three more runs and eventually
grabbed the come-from-behind victory with
two more runs at the top of the seventh for
a 7-6 finish under the Marian lights.
The following doubleheader, which was
hosted at Taylor, proved to be less of a contest for the Trojans thanks to score margins
in the double digits for both games. Marian
jumped out early in the beginning of game
one with a 5-3 lead going into the bottom of
the third. But the Trojans quickly reversed
their fate with a six-run session at the bottom of the same inning. The Taylor bats

didn’t stop swinging and eventually left the
score at 15-5, Trojans.
Taylor concluded the 4-game competition
against Marian with the largest margin of
victory on Saturday night in a 12-1 demolition of the Marian pitching staff. Taylor
sophomore Ryan Baker pitched all five
innings of the game, allowing only three hits
while striking out nine at the plate.
In comparison, both of the Marion pitchers gave up a collective 11 hits, 12 runs and
managed only three strikeouts in the match.
Right field freshman Taylor Luna was the
hard hitter of the day for the Trojans with
three hits on four at bats, giving him an RBI
single and a run scored for the high-powered
Taylor offense.
After the series, the Trojans improved
their record to 13-1 within the MCC and
increased their overall record to 30-9.
On April 23, Taylor was swept in a doubleheader against conference rival St. Francis,
which brought their in-conference record to
13-3. However, Taylor swept Spring Arbor
yesterday in another doubleheader (W, 8-0
W, 8-4) to increase their conference record to
15-3 and maintain their number one position
in the MCC.

ultimate (club sport)

lacrosse

results
04/17
UPA Sectionals
W, 15-10 vs.
Dupage
L, 14-15 vs.
ONU

results
04/17
at John
Carroll
W, 13-11
04/21
at Indiana
Tech
L, 16-7

Schedule
Season
concluded.

Recap
The ultimate team placed
second out of 11 DII teams
at the Central Plains sectionals which took place in
Naperville, Ill. The team was
then invited to the UPA Great
Lakes Regional tournament;
however, they can’t go due
to scheduling conflicts with
many players.

softball
results
04/17
vs. Hanover
L, 8-6
W, 8-0 (6)

Schedule
04/24
at Goshen
1 p.m.
04/27
at Spring
Arbor
3 p.m.
04/29
at SMWC
3:30 p.m.

Recap
Softball was swept in its last
two doubleheaders against
Mt. Vernon Nazarene University (L, 2-0 L, 6-2) and Bethel
College (9-1, 6-0) on Tuesday
and Thursday. In game two of
the Nazarene series, senior
Liz Lewellen went two for
three at the plate in game
two with a run and an RBI.

Schedule
04/24
vs. Carnegie
Mellon
11 a.m.
04/24
at Ball State
5 p.m.

Recap
In their win against John Carroll, the Trojans were down
8-6 going into the fourth
quarter. They scored 7 goals
to close out the game. In
their loss against Indiana
Tech, the Trojans had trouble
slowing down the hot shooting Warriors.

track
Schedule
04/24
Taylor Invitational
11 a.m.
Recap
Men’s track won nine events
at the Manchester Invitational on Saturday. Junior Scott
Gill won three individual
events and also anchored the
winning 4 x 100 relay team.
Women’s track came away
with seven event wins at
the Manchester invitational
on Saturday. Sophomore
Morgan Achterhoff had two
individual wins and two
more in the 4 x 100 and the
4 x 400.

golf
results
04/16-17
Bethel Spring
Invitational
2 of 9

Schedule
04/26-27
Mid-Central
College
Conference
Tournament
(Cobblestone G.C.)
9 p.m.

Recap
After placing second in the
Bethel invitational, the golf
team placed seventh in the
nine-team St. Francis Invitational on Tuesday. Tyler Ramsland’s
78-73 was the best individual
round for the Trojans.

Athlete of the Week

Arne Fahlen

Lacrosse completes comeback, wins 13-11
by Jon stroshine
Contributor

H
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eading into the fourth quarter of
Saturday’s road game in Cleveland against John Carroll University, the Taylor men’s lacrosse
team faced not only a two-goal deficit,
but also some raucous fans.

Seven goals later, the audience
was quieter.
Taylor outscored the Blue Streaks
7 to 3 in the fourth quarter on their
way to winning 13 to 11.
The victory moved the Trojans
to 3-5 overall and 1-2 in conference
play.
“I think that we just got sick of

Senior Chey West goes airborne after scoring the Trojans 13th goal of their win
against John Carroll last Saturday.

losing, we found some heart,” said co-captain junior
Dave Baker. “I think we wanted to win more than John
Carroll did.”
Senior Chey West scored three of his four goals during
the fourth quarter outburst, and sophomore Brian Fraiz
tallied one goal and six assists for the game.
Taylor jumped out to a two-goal lead in the first quarter, but John Carroll struck back with three goals of
their own.
The game continued to go back and forth until Taylor’s late run.
“There wasn’t anybody looking to try to be the hero,
they just were setting each other up,” said head coach
Randall Dodge.
Dodge also mentioned the importance of the leadership shown by the captains in keying the turnaround.
An example of that leadership came from co-captain
senior Steve Stallings.
“[Steve] actually stepped forward and said, ‘Hey,
nobody out there is having fun. We play so much better when we’re having fun,’” West said.
The team certainly seemed to relax after that, and
the result was a victory.
While the win was important, it was only one part of
a spring season filled with highs and lows.
“I think we had very high expectations coming into
the season, so it’s been a little disappointing,” Stallings
said. “But we’re starting to peak now.”
This season was one of transition for the team. Many
young players gained a lot of experience. The team’s
nine freshmen came in with high school experience in
lacrosse, which was not the case in past years.
Playing a difficult schedule will help boost the program to the next level.
These factors give reason to hope for the future, even
though the team was eliminated from playoff contention this year.
Taylor plays its only home game of the spring season against Carnegie Mellon University at 11 a.m.
Saturday.
After that, the Trojans will play at Ball State in the
evening for their final game of the season.
“I’m really excited for them,” West said. “That experience that they’re getting this year is going to be very
helpful to them next year.”
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Name

Arne Fahlen

Hometown

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sport

Golf

Residence

Off-campus at the Mansion.

Reese’s
Pieces or
M&M’s

I’m allergic to peanut butter

Favorite
Sports Team

Detroit Red Wings

Nicknames

Arn

Favorite
color

Blue

Favorite
“The office”
Character

Michael Scott

Favorite
Quote

“Life is 10 percent what
happens to you and 90
percent how you react to it.”
– Charles Swindoll

Favorite
Movie

“Dumb and Dumber”

Favorite
Band/
Musician

“Third Eye Blind”

Favorite
wing
member

Stephen Kuhn

Most
memorable
athletic
moment

Shooting 2 under par to win
conference.

Favorite TV
show

“Family Guy”

Favorite
Number and
why

Seven, it’s the complete
number.

Funniest
Teammate

Trevor Fitch

